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Abstract.
Let A be a commutative local Noetherian ring with
identity of Krull dimension n, m its maximal ¡deal. Sharp has
proved that if A is Cohen-Macauley and a homomorphic image of a
Gorenstein local ring, then A has a Gorenstein module M with
dimAlmExt"(Alm, M) = \. The aim of this note is to prove the converse to this theorem.

Throughout this note A will denote a commutative local Noetherian
ring with identity; m will denote its maximal ideal. The concept of a
Gorenstein module was introduced by Sharp in [8].
(1) Definition.
A nonzero finitely generated ^-module M is called
Gorenstein if the Cousin complex [7] provides a minimal injective resolu-

tion of M.
Sharp obtained various characterizations and properties of Gorenstein
modules in [8]. In particular, he showed that for there to exist a Gorenstein A-modn\e it is necessary that A be Cohen-Macaulay [8, (3.9)], and
he showed that a Gorenstein A-n\od\x\e has zero annihilator [8, (4.12)]. It
follows that (in the notation of [8]) if M is a Gorenstein module, then

p\m, Af)=0ifandonlyif/>iA:-dim^

[8, (3.11)]. We define the rank of the

Gorenstein ^-module M to be pn(m, M), where n=K-dim

A. In [9] Sharp

proved the following
(2) Theorem.
If A is Cohen-Macaulay and a quotient of a Gorenstein
local ring, then A has a Gorenstein module of rank 1 [9, (3.1)].

The aim of this note is to prove the following converse:
(3) Theorem.
If A has a Gorenstein module M of rank 1, then A is a
quotient of a Gorenstein local ring.
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The notation will be the same as that in [8], with the following exception :
if ATis a nonzero finitely generated ^-module, the notation depth^M will

be used instead of codh^M.
(4) The principle of idealization, introduced by Nagata (see [6, p. 2])
will be our tool. From the ring A and an ,4-module N, we obtain a structure of a commutative ring with identity on the Cartesian product set
AxN. Addition is "componentwise", and multiplication is given by
(au nx)-(a2, n2)=(axa2, a1«2+/71a2). A is then a quotient ring of AxN, for
A x N/0 x N^A. Since 0 x TVis nilpotent, all prime ideals in AxN are of
the form p x TVfor some prime ideal p of A. Hence AxN is also local, and
K-dim AxN=K-dim
A. Using Cohen's theorem [6, (3.4)], we easily see
that AxN is Noetherian if and only if N is finitely generated.
The following proposition can be deduced from [5, (10)]; however, for
the sake of completeness we include a direct proof.
(5) Proposition.
Suppose the A-module N is nonzero. Then AxN is
self-injective oA is complete and N^.E(Ajm) (i.e. the injective envelope of

the residuefield of A).
Proof.

If A is complete and N=E(A¡m), then by [2, p. 30], T=

HomA(A X N, N) is an injective A x A^-module, where AxN is regarded as
an ^-module by means of the natural ring homomorphism A^-A x N.
Now, by [4, (3.7)], the natural ^-homomorphism A-*-HomA(N, N) is an
isomorphism. Consequently, there result yl-module isomorphisms T^*N®HomA(N, Nf^-N@A, and a straightforward computation shows that
the resulting isomorphism T->A X N is actually an A X TV-isomorphism.
Conversely, if AxN is self-injective, then again by [2, p. 30], since

AxN/QxN^A,
HomAxN(AxN/0xN, AxN)^AnnANxN
is an injective ,4-module. Since A is local and N?¿0, Ann^7V=0. Furthermore the
natural homomorphism A-*HomA(N, N) is surjective. For let f:N—>-N be
an /f-homomorphism. The mapping g:0xN—>-AxN given by (0, «)—»■
(0,f(n)) is an A x N-homomorphism; hence, since AxN is self-injective, g
can be extended to an A x A^-homomorphism g : A x N—>Ax N. It follows
that/is just multiplication by some element aeA. Hence, since AnnAN=
(0), N is an injective /1-module for which the natural homomorphism
A—>-HomA(N,N) is an isomorphism. Using [4, (3.7)] and the now
established fact that the endomorphism ring of N is local, we conclude

that N^E(Ajm) and A is complete.
(6) Corollary.
Suppose A is an Artin local ring, N^ (0) an A-module.
AxN is self-injective oN^E(A¡m).
We remark that a direct proof of the fact that if A is an Artin local ring,
then A xE(A¡m) is self-injective appears in [3, p. 14].
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(7) Theorem.
Suppose A is a Cohen-Macaulay ring, having Krull
dimension n, and M a nonzero finitely generated A-module. Then Ax M is
Gorenstein oM is a Gorenstein module of rank 1.

Proof.
Assume first that Misa Gorenstein module of rank 1. Then by
[8, (3.11)], deptli4M=depth A=n; hence we can find (au ■• ■, an) an
,4-sequence and M-sequence (see [8, (1.7)]). Then an easy computation
shows that (a,, 0), • • • , (an, 0) is an A xM-sequence,

and

A x M/((a,, 0), • ■• , (an, 0))
S* Aj(au ■■■, a„) x Mj(ax, ... , an)M « A' X AT.
Since M is Gorenstein of rank 1, and fi"Al(m, M)=ptA.(m', M') for all
/^0 (see [1, (2.6)]), we find that M' is a Gorenstein ¿('-module of rank 1.

Hence M'^E(A'\m'),

since K-d\m Ä=f) (see [8, (3.11)]). Now A'xM'

is self-injective by (6), hence, again using [1, (2.6)], A x M is a Gorenstein

ring.
Now assume conversely that Ax M is Gorenstein. Let k=depthAM^n.
Let (ax, ■■■, ak) be an A-sequence and M-sequence, and as before con-

sider A xMK(ax, 0), • • • , (ak,0)) = A'xM'. If depth (A'xM')=n-k>0,
choose an element (a', m') which is A' x M'-regular. Then it is easily seen
that a' must be M'-regular, a contradiction to the fact that depthAM=k.
Hence depth (A' xM')=0, so that n—k; and A' xM' is self-injective. Then
(6) implies that M' —E(A'\m'); hence M is a Gorenstein module of rank 1.
(8) Corollary.2
If A has a Gorenstein module M of rank 1, then A is
a quotient of a Gorenstein local ring.

Sharp has informed me that he has obtained the following extension of
(2) for a commutative Noetherian ring B: If B is Cohen-Macaulay and is a
quotient of a Gorenstein ring, then B has a Gorenstein module M for
which pMv(p, ii)=l for all peSpec B. The converse of this result can be
obtained from (7) by straightforward use of localization. Combining the
results of these investigations, we obtain the following
(9) Corollary.
Suppose B is a commutative Noetherian ring. Then
there exists a Gorenstein B-module M having the property that p!>tp(p, M)= 1
for all peSpec B if and only if B is a Cohen-Macaulay ring which can be
expressed as a homomorphic image of a Gorenstein (commutative Noetherian)

ring.
2 This result has been obtained independently by H. B. Foxby of Copenhagen.
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